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CHEMICALS

wanted it. This was unique to the industry at the time,” 
he adds.

Jon Viner, president of Chemtura, holder of the 
BioGuard brand, has been with the company for 12 
years, and describes BioGuard as a leader. “Innovation 
remains at the forefront of our approach to making pool 
and spa care more enjoyable, and we invest in the talent 
needed to make that happen,” he explains. “We have a 
technology and innovation team of dedicated scientists 
conducting research to develop new products and provide 
product improvements for all of BioLab’s brands.”

A FOUNDATION BUILT ON RELATIONSHIPS
Viner lauds the camaraderie and friendly culture at 
BioGuard. Many of the BioGuard dealers he considers 
friends. “When you have that, it makes for a great work 
day,” he says.

Environments by Arkansas Pools in Jonesboro has 
been a BioGuard dealer for more than 40 years. “We 
carry BioGuard because we have blue in our blood,” 
owner Scottie Payne says. “They’re good products. We’ve 
always carried them, and we’ve always had lots of support 
from the company. It’s been a great relationship for us — 
a lot of our friends that we continue to see and hang 
out with are BioGuard dealers. That’s the basis of their 
business — the relationship between the company and 
its dealers.”

Viner says one of the reasons these relationships last is 
because BioGuard has grown with its dealers. “As I meet 
and talk with dealers, they share personal experiences of 
how BioGuard has educated and trained them to run and 
grow their businesses successfully,” Viner says. “BioGuard 
is not just a chemical supplier; we have been a business 
consultant over the years and will continue this path with 
new and existing dealers.”

GOOD TIMES AHEAD
Moving forward, BioGuard will continue to focus 

on innovation and a strong relationship with its dealers. 
Newton anticipates continued success for the company, 
regardless of the economy. 

“The economy will always ebb and flow; it’s done 
that since the beginning of time,” he says. “I love 
working for an industry that is about people enjoying 
themselves and making their lives better with the help of 
the products you sell. The industry is going through and 
eddy right now, but there are good times ahead.” n

CHICKENS. Yes, in 1955, small family-owned business BioLab, Inc., 
began providing cleansing agents and disinfectants for the poultry 
industry. By 1963, founder and CEO Leon Bloom realized BioLab 
could manufacture these products for a number of industries, 
including for pool and spa maintenance. 

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS AND MILESTONES
With the launch of the BioGuard division of BioLab, Inc., came 
the introduction of BioGuard’s signature approach to pool and spa 
maintenance: the BioGuard 3-Step Care System (sanitize, shock and 
preventative algaecide). This system has remained in place since the 
company’s inception, creating an industry standard for water-care 
processes. 

BioGuard rebranded in 1980, leading to a significantly positive 
shift in the company’s success. “Much of that rebranding centered on 
getting to a cohesive look within a merchandising or packaging set,” 
explains Scott Newton, BioGuard’s business development director 
and a BioGuard employee for 16 years. “It reinforced the identity of 
the brand. Before you had individual products and each product had 
its own look. But once BioGuard rebranded, it became a product 
line. It provided a brand identity. Consumers could say BioGuard is a 
brand that can take care of my spa and pool.”

Among BioGuard’s biggest accomplishments was the launch of 
the ALEX (“analysis expert”) system in 1992 — a computerized 
water testing system. ALEX was launched so pool and spa dealers 
could provide customers with on-site water analysis, Newton says. 
“This was extremely helpful for dealers because consumers came to 
one shop to have the water tested, get a 
concise answer, and then go home with 
the appropriate products to serve their 
needs and get their water the way they 
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STAYING SUCCESSFUL WHEN CUSTOMERS’ 
 ROAD TO YOUR DOOR IS TORN UP — LITERALLY.
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Ground-Breaking Hassles
Located an hour north of Houston, Conroe Spa Plus Decks sits 
right on a freeway in the midst of a large expansion. 

“Right now we’re down to one lane,” says Alan Snelling, 
president of Conroe. “They open and close lanes, take exits 
away. I haven’t heard the projected completion date yet, but it’s 
probably a several-year project. They’re taking it from two lanes 
each direction to four or five lanes. They’re doing it in sections, 
and as soon as they get some if it built, they move the traffic 
another way and start on a new spot.”

Pittsburgh-based Valhalla Pools & Spas has been enduring 
a road-construction project outside its doors for nearly three 
years, expanding the highway from three lanes to five and putting 
in sidewalks. While the first year didn’t affect Valhalla, owner 
Jack Farley says the last two years have wreaked havoc. 

“There have been so many major screw ups, such as putting
water pipes at the wrong depth then putting in a whole lane 
before realizing it and having to start all over,” Farley says. 
“The company contracted for the electrical work took the 
money and then filed bankruptcy, so that part of the project 
had to go back out for bid. This two-year project has become 
a three-year project, and there’s no end in sight. The last two 
years, they have had helicopters flying over telling people to 
avoid the area. When the project is done, how long is it going 
to take people to not think of a traffic jam when they hear 
about this area?”

While there were many factors that lead to F&F Sprinkler 
& Spa moving from outside town into a more developed area 
of Williston, N.D., co-owner Dave Fisketjon gives credit to 
the seemingly unending city expansion due to the Bakken oil 
boom. 

“We were on [2nd Avenue] north of town, but that’s all oil 
field stuff now,” Fisketjon says. “We were just lost out there; 
they cut the access off. The frontage road to us was messed 
up, and that really hurt. With our product, we needed to be in 
town and easier to get to.”

Even in town, F&F Sprinklers is still dealing with problems. 

“They’re trying to rebuild the roads,” Fisketjon says, “but when 
you’re trying to accommodate that much truck traffic, the roads 
are being demolished. We used to come into town [from our 
old location] and it would take five minutes; now it takes 45 
minutes. They’re adding stoplights everywhere. It’s a little town 
that’s growing faster than what it can keep up with.”

The Ripple Effect
Construction brings the inevitable decrease in store traffic. 

Snelling estimates a 30 percent drop in his overall sales. 
“People don’t want to come to you just to sit in traffic,” he 
says. “When it takes 15 minutes normally and now it takes an 
hour or more, they just don’t want to do it. It’s affected us both 
on the retail side and the spa side.”

While it’s having a negative impact on his own business, 
the changes for stores around Conroe Spas varies. The new 
expansion of the highway lead to a new Kroger store across the 
highway, which has since become one of the busiest in Texas. 
A Love’s truck stop opened nearby as well, which has also 
increased congestion. “It’s been a struggle, but traffic is flowing 
a little better now,” Snelling says.

Farley estimates the construction near him has decreased 
his business by 10 to 12 percent, but other stores in the area 
have been hit harder. “We counted seven that have gone out 
of business and have heard of two more recently. Businesses 
are folding up on the strip we’re on,” he says. He heard Burger 
King’s sales are down by 35 percent, and the Arby’s closed. 
“You know things are bad when the fast food places are having 
trouble,” Farley says. “I know an awful lot of people are barely 
hanging in there — probably supporting their business out of 
their own pockets because they’ve been here for years and don’t 
want to give up.”

Now that F&F Sprinklers is in a location where customers 
can find them, the oil boom has increased the flow of customers.
“We have more traffic in and out of the store just because of 
the [increase in the] number of people,” Fisketjon says. He 
attributes the increase not just to the newcomers, but also to 

There’s always something affecting the bottom dollar: 
the economy, gas prices, competing with the Internet. Add 
road construction to the list of things keeping customers from 
spending their money with you, and maintaining a successful 
spa business is further complicated. Luckily for spa owners 
worried about foot traffic during road construction, these 
strategies can help you thrive while you’re sticking it out.
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the longer-term residents who can now afford luxury items 
thanks to the oil boom.

Survival Tactics
Spa retailers are dealing with construction problems and 
working to maintain consistent business in a number of ways. 
Retailers who are in the midst of — or want to prepare for — 
a construction project, may find success implementing these 
strategies.

1. GET OUT IN THE FIELD 
If the customers can’t come to you, go to them. Conroe Spa 
not only participates in local trade shows and festivals, but 
Snelling also goes out of his way to make the sale.

“I had a guy who lived over an hour away interested in 
buying a spa, but didn’t want to drive to us,” Snelling recalls. 
“So I loaded up the spa he was interested in and took it out to 
show him. You have to be willing to do whatever to make a 
deal happen.”

2. OFFER SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
“I have a big sign that says ‘Construction Special’ on spas and 
saunas,” Farley says. “There’s probably a good dozen of those 
along The Flats. Customers can see what’s going on, so your 
hope is that they see you’re struggling. The customers who do 
come in have just dealt with gridlock — their knuckles are still 
white from gripping the steering wheel — and they say, ‘This 
has got to be hurting your business.’”

Snelling says discounts let customers know you appreciate 
them. Conroe Spa will often take a couple hundred dollars off 
the spa price or throw in a free spa cover, especially when they 
know the customer has travelled a long distance to come in. 
“Everybody is looking for a deal now, so you have to give them 
that extra value,” Snelling says.

3. EXTEND BUSINESS HOURS
“We’ve been knocking ourselves out by extending hours and 
staying open,” Farley says. “I have someone call and say, ‘I’m 
out here caught in the traffic — how late are you open?’ and I’ll 
stay 15 to 20 minutes late to wait for them. They appreciate me 
staying open, but I also appreciate them battling traffic.”

4. EVALUATE
Snelling says retailers may place undue blame on outside 
factors such as area road construction when there may be 
deeper problems — problems that, unlike how long a road 

expansion will take — ones the retailer can actually control. 
“You have to figure out what’s not working,” he says. “Is 

it because of the construction? It is because new people have 
moved into the area and don’t know you’re there? Is it because 
your competition has moved closer? Are you getting enough 
leads?.... You have to see what you’re doing right and try and 
expand on that, figure out what you’re doing wrong and then 
fix those things.”

Stay Positive
A good attitude can mean the difference between maintaining 
a successful business and a knockout blow. “You just have to 
keep your chin up,” Farley says. “Try to look for some humor 
in it. The alternative doesn’t work. That’s when, hopefully, 
over the years you’ve done the right job for your customers and 
they’re loyal to you, will stand by you. If they do go elsewhere 
or turn to the Internet — things we’re dealing with anyway —
this gives them an excuse to do it. So you just hope that your 
reputation will bring them back when it’s over.” n

For questions or to comment on this article please contact editorial@bigfishpublications.com.

The construction project in front 
of Valhalla Pools & Spas in Pittsburgh 

is hampered by errors and major 
delays. Many businesses along 

the affected stretch, called The Flats, 
have not survived the drop in traffic 

and had to close their doors. 


